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Abstract 
 

In this paper, we study the distributed cooperative caching for Internet content providers in a 
small cell of heterogeneous network (HetNet). A general framework based on bankruptcy 
game model is put forth for finding the optimal caching policy. In this framework, the small 
cell and different content providers are modeled as bankrupt company and players, 
respectively. By introducing strategic decisions into the bankruptcy game, we propose a 
caching value assessment algorithm based on analytic hierarchy process in the framework of 
bankruptcy game theory to optimize the caching strategy and increase cache hit ratio. Our 
analysis shows that resource utilization can be improved through cooperative sharing while 
considering content providers’ satisfaction. When the cache value is measured by multiple 
factors, not just popularity, the cache hit rate for user access is also increased. Simulation 
results show that our approach can improve the cache hit rate while ensuring the fairness of the 
distribution. 
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1. Introduction 

Driven by the sustainable growth of mobile devices [1] and diversified access needs of 
wireless users [2], mobile data traffic has increased dramatically. According to Ericsson 
Mobility Report [3], mobile data traffic grew by around 52% between Q2 2017 and Q2 2018. 
To cope with the data traffic challenge, small cell networks (SCNs), comprising the 
densification of small cells (SCs) [4], have been proposed. The SCNs have been regarded as an 
important cellular network architecture for improving data throughput and balancing traffic 
load [5].  

In the SCNs, pre-caching popular content is widely beneficial to both users and operators 
[6]. For users, they can directly get data resources from the nearby SCs’ local cache [5], 
reducing latency wait time [7]. For mobile operators, pre-caching technology reduces the load 
on the traffic network by reducing backbone and avoiding repeated data long-distance 
transmission with the central cloud server [8]. To some extent, it can ease the network 
congestion caused by repeat downloads and enhance the spectrum utilization [9]. Pre-caching 
technology has become one of the key technologies in the fifth generation (5G) mobile 
communication system. 

However, in the context of content caching [35], the actual wireless pre-caching system is 
more complicated. First, mobile Internet operator that owns SC and provides caching services, 
plays the role of Internet Service Provider (ISP). Meanwhile, Internet Content Providers 
(ICPs) are pre-cached files providers that want to cache their files to SC [16]. From a business 
perspective, they are two different interest groups that need us to look at separately. Moreover, 
Each ICP is both rational and selfish, which means they have its own interests and goals. All 
these ICPs want to put more their own contents in the caching space, so that they can provide 
better data services and gain greater market share. The following question then arises: For 
operators, how to balance the interests of ICPs while improve mobile users’ satisfactions? 

Our answer to this question follows from three key observations: (1) Each ICP only supplies 
one type of file, Basically. For example, YouTube only provides videos and Instagram mostly 
supplies images. (2) User’s access result presents diversity on file types. As pointed out by 
[11], the user's access probability follows the file popularity distribution. If we sort the files by 
popularity, we will see a result that different types of files interspersed with each other. At the 
same time, ICP have different influences and users also have their own preferred file types 
[35]. Therefore, when users access high-popularity files, they will access multiple types of 
files. (3) Satisfaction: The satisfactions of content providers mainly come from whether the 
operators allocate the cache space they need [19]. On the other hand, users’ satisfaction mainly 
depends on whether the contents they want to access are in the SCs or not. The higher the 
cache hit rate, the higher the users’ satisfaction [13]. 

Under the above observations, we further proposed as follows: from a user perspective, both 
diverse type and popular contents should be cached. The former meets user access habits while 
the latter guarantees cache hit ratio. At the same time, operators need to consider the interests 
of various ICPs to ensure balance and improve the fairness of distribution. Considering that 
the general size of different types content is also different (for example, the storage size of 
video is generally larger than the storage size of picture and text), each ICP's demand for space 
and satisfaction are not the same. We can put the competition problem between ICPs into the 
framework of game theory, so that the problem can be solved effectively and fairly.  
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In this paper, we study the pre-caching for ICPs in a small cell of Small Cell Network (SCN). 
A general approach based on bankruptcy game model is proposed for finding the optimal 
caching policy. In this approach, ICPs allocate SC’s pre-caching space according to 
bankruptcy game model. After the allocation, operator store different type files with high 
cache value in each allocated area. Considering that the cache value is measured by multiple 
factors, we propose a caching value assessment algorithm based on analytic hierarchy process 
to optimize the caching strategy and increase users’ cache hit ratio. Our simulation results 
show that our approach can improve the cache hit ratio while ensuring ICPs’ satisfaction. That 
means our approach satisfies the interests of both ICPs and users. In summary, the main 
contribution of this paper are as follows: 

(1) Focus on the caching space allocation of ICPs, we propose an allocation model based on 
bankruptcy games. ICPs are players under this framework, they collaborate and compete, 
which can balance the interests of ICPs and improve the efficiency of caching space 
utilization. 

(2) We also optimize the caching strategy which takes both the user's access result and 
cache hit ratio into account. The cache value is proposed which consider multiple features of 
the content (type, popularity, and size) and determine the weights of features based on 
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP).  

(3) Our simulation results show that in the case of a network operator and multiple content 
providers, our approach can improve the cache hit rate while balancing the interests of ICPs. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the previous work in 
pre-caching technology. In Section 3, we describe the system model and formulate the 
distributed collaborative problem as a bankruptcy game. We describe our cache optimization 
strategy in Section 4. Our simulations and numerical results are detailed in Section 5, and we 
present the conclusions of this paper in Section 6. 

2. Related Work 
Small cell network is considered as a core architecture in the evolution of 5G cellular 

networks. In recent research works, ultra-dense small cell network has been proposed and 
discussed [1].  

The basic idea of ultra-dense small cell network is to densify cellular networks with a high 
network densification [1,4]. In [1] and [4], the network architecture was proposed. In [1], the 
authors proposed a potential network architecture for ultra-dense heterogeneous network and 
provided an access scheme to improve the network efficiency. The authors of [4] not only 
proposed distribution network architecture, but also investigated the backhaul network 
capacity and energy efficiency. Besides, the performance constraints were analyzed in [36, 37]. 
In [36], the authors illustrated the transition behaviors that dominated by different factors and 
offer the guidance on management of SCNs. The work in [37] discussed network performance 
from users’ perspective, that is, evaluate the impact of user mobility in SCNs. 

As can be seen from above works, the exist study in SCNs mainly around the network 
architecture and limits. Considering the data traffic challenge in SCNs, optimize pre-caching 
resource allocation is a promising technique. 

Pre-caching technology is widely used to pre-cache resource that has not yet requested by 
users. The two main factors affecting the cache performance are: the accuracy of cache value 
estimation [10] and the efficiency of cache space utilization [12]. The existing literature has 
studied a number of problems related to pre-caching in heterogeneous networks such as 
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[10]-[17]. In [10]-[11], the authors have studied the popularity of cached files and believed the 
high popularity means cache value. The work in [12] investigated the cache space allocation 
problem in cellular networks to maximize the user success probability. With the higher data 
rates provided by mobile operators, users start accessing more types contents especially video 
and music though their mobile devices. The work in [5] studied the video layer layout in SCN, 
the caching scheme take both popularity and quality preference into account. Collaborative 
caching strategies have also been gradually proposed to improve cache efficiency by utilizing 
coverage overlap of small cells [13]-[14] and coded transmission methods [15]. In [35], a 
cooperative optimal solution to content caching, a joint design of allocation and caching, was 
proposed. [16] proposed the fully cooperative caching case during which a centralizer helps all 
small cells to make caching decisions. A framework for the joint optimization of cache content 
placement has been introduced in [17], which optimize rate allocation for users with different 
quality requirements. 

The caching strategy discussed above does solve some of the problems encountered with 
pre-caching techniques. However, the actual wireless pre-caching system is more complicated. 
From a business perspective, ISP (i.e. operator) and ICP are two different interest groups that 
need us to look at separately. In the case where each ICP wants to put files into the cache space, 
operator need to balance demands and interests between ICPs. With the goal to identify 
strategic interaction among multiple interest groups, game theory has been applied in various 
fields. Bankruptcy game is the game theory which is used to model distribution problems [20].  

In this paper, focus on the caching space allocation of ICPs, we propose an allocation model 
based on bankruptcy games. After the allocation, the operator store files with high cache value 
in each allocated area. As far as we know, there is no prior work on ICP’s cache resource 
allocation in SC networks which based on bankruptcy game model. 

 

3. System model 

3.1 Problem Formulation 
We consider the interaction between one mobile Internet provider (i.e. ISP) and multiple 

ICPs. We assume that there is one SC with a cache size of V  and there are N  ICPs wants to 
store some of its own files in the cache. Each ICP has only one type of file, which means that 
different file type corresponds to different ICP. User access diverse types of files, they tend to 
access high-popularity files, but they also have their own preferred file types. Every wireless 
user can access one file or multiple file types. The specific visit situation is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. SC’s access includes N ISPs and multiple wireless users 

 
Let {1,..., }N=  be the sets of ICPs, with N= being the number of ICPs. There are M  

files coexisting in the repository. Each ICP has 1 2, ,..., Na a a  files, which satisfies 
1

N
ii

M a
=

=∑ . 
We assume that each ICP wants a cache size of ib  ( 1, 2,..., )i N= . Y  is the total required cache 

size by all ICPs, which satisfies 
1

=
N

i
i

Y b
=
∑ . Since each ICP wants to maximize its own revenue, 

that is, it wants to occupy as much SC’s cache space as possible, then the following assumption 
that is reasonable: 

 
1

=
N

i
i

Y b V
=

>∑  (1) 

 
That means the cache space required by all ICPs is much larger than the space owned by SC. 

This fully reflects the greediness of individual ICP. Because SC’s cache space is quite limited 
and cannot meet the demands of all ICPs, operator need allocate cache space reasonably and 
fairly. Meanwhile, operator needs to consider the user's access behavior and increase the cache 
hit rate. How to allocating space and pre-caching contents is the problem to be solved in this 
paper.  

The notations and the descriptions for the bankruptcy model and cache space allocation 
approach are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Notations and descriptions of the bankruptcy game and the proposed cache space allocation 

Notation Bankruptcy Game Cache space allocation 

  Set of players Set of ICPs 

V Total money the company owes SC’s cache space size 

Y Total money the player demands Total required cache size by all ICPs 

N Total number of players Total number of ICPs 

i,j Serial number, represent a specific 
player  

Serial number, indicating a specific 
player 

ib  Claimed money of player i Demand cache space of ICP i 

M / Total number of files in the 
repository 

ia  / Number of files the ICP i owes 

S,K Coalition formed by players Coalition formed by ICPs 

v,w Characteristic function(gain function) / 

v(S) Characteristic function of coalition S / 

( )i vφ  Solution of money distributed to 
player i Cache size allocated to ICP i 

H The solution vector The cache space allocation solution 
vector 

3.2 Bankruptcy Game Model 
Bankruptcy game is used to solve distribution problems which is modeled as a cooperative 

game [20]. In the case that the amount of money left by the bankrupt company is not enough to 
satisfy all creditors’ demands, all creditors can use the bankruptcy game to complete the 
distribution. Because this is a cooperative game, in order to get a better and more fair 
rewarding, the players cooperate with each other to form an alliance. After the formation of the 
coalition, the income obtained is represented by a characteristic function [21].  

In this paper, the space allocation method among the ICPs proposed is a multiplayer 
cooperative game featuring bankruptcy games. As shown by (1), the size of the cache space is 
much smaller than that of the ICPs claim (i.e., sum of the demands). ICPs work together to 
form a coalition S , which is defined as a subset of ( )N S N⊂ . Assuming that ICPs share 
information about respective demands (the size of cache space), the claims can be modeled as 
a cooperative game. Based on the bankruptcy game model, SC’s cache space and different 
ICPs are modeled separately to the bankrupt company and creditors in the game. The selection 
of the game characteristic function, representing the interests attributed to each player in a 
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coalitional game, is a precondition for the formation of coalitions [22]. A figure to demonstrate 
the space allocation based on bankruptcy game model is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. space allocation based on bankruptcy game model 

 

We assume that the ICP group apart in the coalition S  to decide how to share the cache 
space among them. They will be able to share the cache space left by other content providers 

after they get what they demand. That is, \i S iV b∈−∑  . In fact, the best coalition should be a 
large alliance of all ICPs. In this way, it could avoid separation and the game's characteristic 
function satisfies super additivity [24]. 
Definition 1: A bankruptcy game [25] is given by ( ),v , where   represents the collection 
of players and players may form 2N  coalitions in a game. For any two coalitions , 2NS K ∈ , 
the game's characteristic function satisfies the following conditions [23]: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )v S K v S v K∪ ≥ +  (2) 
That means the game's characteristic function v  satisfies super additivity. Only when 
characteristic function v  satisfies the super additivity condition, the necessity of forming a 
new alliance can be achieved.  

In our model, 0V ≥  is the resource that has to be divided among the members of  . b  is 

the ICP claim vector which satisfies:
1

N

i
i

b V
=

>∑ . In addition, the game's characteristic function 

v  satisfies super additivity which means that coalition creates new value and cooperation 
makes it sense. 

 { }\( ) max 0, i S iv S V b∈= −∑   (3) 

where ( ) 0v ∅ =  and ( )v V= . 
It should be noted that solutions to cooperative game are qualified with respect to the 

satisfaction of rationality constraints. In other words, the space size that ICP i obtains after 
participating in the alliance shouldn’t be less than the space size that ICP i does not participate 
in the alliance. Because once this happens, the ICP i will not agree to join the coalition because 
of its own interests. Therefore, the solution vector 1 2{ , ,..., }NH h h h= , which means the 
allocation that each ICP can obtain by forming a coalition, must satisfy the following 
constraint conditions. 
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 { }1 , | ( ), ,... ), (N i i
i

H h h h v h v i i
∈

  = = ≥ ∀ ∈ 
  

∑


   (4) 

Moreover, if the solution vector T  is not stable, there is at least one ICP that is unsatisfied 
with the coalition. To get the stable solution vector { }1,. ,.. NT t t= , existence conditions as 
follows should be added to (4). 
 ( ),i

i S

h v S S
∈

≥ ∀ ⊂∑   (5) 

Therefore, we establish a bankruptcy game model { }( , ), 1, ,v n=   . For participating 
providers, solution vector 1 2{ , ,..., }NH h h h=  satisfies (4) and (5). 

3.3 Nucleolus Theory 
The bankruptcy game is a cooperative game method used to simulate allocation problems. 

Solutions to bankruptcy games are essentially qualified with respect to the constraints (4) and 
(5). 

The Nucleolus [26], appealing solution concept, is the imputation that minimizes the worst 
situation between demand and assigned. It is computed by minimizing the largest excess. 
Definition 2: In order to evaluate satisfaction of the alliance S  for the solution vector 

1 2{ , ,..., }NH h h h= , An out-of-value indicator is defined as follows [25]: 
 ( , ) ( ) i

i S

e S h v S h
∈

= −∑  (6) 

The size of ( , )e S t  reflects the satisfaction of alliance S  with regard to allocation T . The 
bigger ( , )e S t  is, the more dissatisfied the alliance S  is with regard to the allocation T , 
because the sum of the allocation of all providers in S  is far from reaching the cooperation 
surplus ( )v S  it creates; the smaller ( , )e S t  is, the more satisfied the alliance S  is with respect 
to the allocation T . 

For the case mentioned before, we establish the nucleolus theory distribution model as 
follows: find the minimum value of max ( , )e S t  among the 2 1n −  possible combinations of n  
ICPs. 
           min max ( , )e S t  
 s.t.    (4) and (5) 
 

However, the nucleolus of the game is likely to be an empty set. If it is not an empty set, the 
nuclear allocation is likely not to be unique. In this case, we want to find the only solution. 

 

3.4 Shapley Value 
The Shapley value [27] is a very intuitive solution concept in Game Theory. It contains N 

real numbers, which represent the resources that players get in a game ( , )v . All players are 
assigned according to the Shapley Value which can be expressed as n-dimensional vector 

1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ),..., ( )]Nv v v vφ φ φ φ= . In our model, the Shapley Value ( )i vφ  means the space size which 
the ICP i (i.e. player i) obtained. Most importantly, the solution to the Shapley Value is unique, 
that is why we choose Shapley Value to get the stable solution vector { }1, , NT t t=  . This 
value must satisfy the following three axioms: 
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Axioms 1: The total gain is distributed as follows: 
 ( ) ( )i

i

v v Nφ
∈

=∑


 (7) 

This theorem is called the efficiency theorem [28]. It reflects the overall rationality that the 
sum of the distributions obtained by all players is the distribution obtained by the coalition. 
Axioms 2: If i  and j  are two players who are equivalent in the sense that [29]: 
 { } { }( ) ( )v S i v S j∪ = ∪  (8) 
For every subset S  of   which contains neither i  nor j , then 
 ( ) ( )i jv vφ φ=  (9) 
This theorem is called the symmetrical theorem. It reflects the player's name does not affect the 
outcome of the game. 
Axioms 3: If two coalition games described by gain functions v  and w  are combined, then 
the distributed gains should correspond to the gains derived from v  and the gains derived from 
w : 
 ( ) ( ) ( )i i iv w v wφ φ φ+ = +  (10) 
This theorem is called the linearity theorem [30]. It indicates that, when any two independent 
games are joined together, the new game consists of the direct addition of the original two 
games. 

According to the above axioms, we can get a function that satisfies the following definition: 
Definition 3: The Shapley value is a way to distribute the resources to the players, satisfying 
the above axioms. The amount that player i  gets given in a coalitional game is [31]: 

 { }
!( 1)!

( ) ( ( ) ( ))
!i

S N

S n S
v v S i v S

n
φ

⊆

− −
= ∪ −∑  (11) 

Where S  is the number of elements in the set S . n  is the total number of players and the sum 
extending over all subsets S  of   not containing player i . The formula can be interpreted as 
follows: assume the coalition being formed one group at a time, with each group member ask 
for their contribution { }( ( ) ( ))v S i v S∪ −  as a fair compensation, and then for each group 
member to get the average of this contribution. It can form an alliance. 

The sum of Shapley values [26] is the size of the SC’s cache space need to be allocated, that 
is: 
 ( )i

i

v Vφ
∈

=∑


 (12) 

Therefore, the size of the cache space obtained by v  providers of different files should meet 
the following conditions: 
 ( )i it vφ=  (13) 

In order to assess the satisfaction of each provider's earnings (the amount of cache space 
obtained), the expected index ( )EI  is defined as the following formula: 

 

( )i

i

v
b

φ
µ =

 (14) 
Where ib  is the demand space that each ICP claims. The fairness evaluation of the proposed 
method Jain's fairness index [32] is defined as: 
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2

1

2

1

( )
N

i
i

N

i
i

EI
N

µ

µ

=

=

=
∑

∑
 (15) 

With the Shapley value, the cache resources of the SC are reasonably and equitably 
distributed to ICPs of different content types, which improves the efficiency of cache space 
utilization. 

4. Optimized Caching Strategy 
    The SC has very limited cache space, so able-cached contents are also extremely limited. 
Considering the user's access behavior and the cache hit rate, we intend enrich the measure of 
cache value. 

We assume the cache value Ecv  which consider multiple features of the content (type, 
popularity and size) and determine the weights of features. Each ICP only supplies one type of 
file, that is, ICP i  only provides the files in type it  ( 1, 2,...,i N= ). For each ICP, measuring the 
cache value of files in its own content store and storing the cached high-value files in the 
allocated limited space is the key to improving overall cache value. The higher the overall 
cache value, the higher the user’s satisfaction. 

We list several parameters used in optimized caching strategy in Table 2. 
Table 2. notations and definitions of optimized caching strategy 

Notation Definition 

r  A parameter of the Zipf distribution 

ia  Number of files the ICP i owes 

it  Type of files provided by ICP i 
( )it
xp  Popularity of the file x  in type it   
( )it
xu  Size of the file x  in type it  

m  Number of factors 

yw  Weight assigned to factor y   
( ) ( )[ ]i i

i

t t
xy a mL l ×=  file (in type it )-factor matrix 

( ) ( )[ ]i i
i

t t
xy a mR r ×=  a normalized file (in type it )-factor matrix 

( )it
xEcv  Cache value of the file x  in type it  

Ecv  Cache value 
 
Based on the cache value Ecv , we propose an algorithm based on the Analytic Hierarchy 

Process (AHP) to solve the proposed optimization cache problem. 
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4.1 Popularity 
    In recent years, pre-caching technology deploys the most popular files in base stations to 
meet user needs and increase the burden on the backhaul links [13]. In the previous study, a 
small number of files are accessible to most users has been proved. Hence, the difference in 
popularity can easily affect the cache value. 

Many people use probabilistic methods in which users’ requirements are random and follow 
a certain probability distribution, where the emphasis is on the average result and not on the 
worst case [33]. There has been particular focus on Zipf distributions, which has a continuous 
nature. Based on the Zipf distribution, we can give the following definition of the popularity of 
the file: 
Definition 4: The probability that the file is accessed obeys Zipf distribution [34], which is: 

 ( )

1

1

1
i

i

r
t i

x a

r
x

a
p

x=

=

∑
 (16) 

Where ( )it
xp  indicates the access probability of the file x  ( 1, 2,..., ix a= ) in type i  ( 1, 2,...,i N= ). 

ICP i  has ia  files in its content library. It should be pointed out that r  is a parameter of the 
Zipf distribution, and the value is between 0 to 1. When users’ access is concentrated on 
several files, the users’ access behavior can be reasonably modeled by a Zipf distribution with 
s close to 1. 

In our strategy, the value of r  is related to the file type. When user access some types of 
files, they tend to access files with high popularity. Among other file types, the popularity 
factor is less important. 

4.2 Cache Value 
    To measure the cache value Ecv  comprehensively, we need to consider multiple factors that 
influence it, not just popularity p . The file size u  is a factor that cannot be ignored. In the 
actual scene, the SC's cache space is much smaller than the ground cache space. Therefore, if 
we only consider the popularity, it is very likely that there will be an extreme situation. That is, 
when the file with the greatest popularity is extremely large, the other files cannot be cached.  

From the above description, we believe that popularity p  and file size u are two factors that 
influence the cache value. At the same time, the file type t  should also be a factor of cache 
value because the popularity p  is related to file type t . Considering the cache space has 
already been allocated to each ICP reasonably, we believe that file type is determined in each 
allocated space. 

The calculation of the cache value is done by the following steps. The first four steps are 
used for normalization of file-factor matrix. After that, weight can be calculated by using 
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method, and assigned to different factors. Finally, we can 
get the cache value ( )it

xEcv and Ecv . The different steps are: 
1） Considering that ICP i  only supplies files in type it , we can construct file (in type 

it )-factor matrix ( )itL . The matrix ( ) ( )[ ]i i
i

t t
xy a mL l ×= ; ( ) 0it

xyl >  is constructed by taking ia  

files (total files the ICP i owes) and m  factors corresponding to each file. 
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2） According to different attributes of factors, we scale the file (in type it )-factor matrix 
( )itL to matrix ( ) ( )[ ]i i

i

t t
xy a mD d ×= .  

If xyl  is the benefit parameters, then ( ) ( )i it t
xy xyd l= ; If ( )it

xyl  is the cost parameters, 

then ( )
( )

1i
i

t
xy t

xy
d

l
= ； 

3） Column by column normalization: we normalize the matrix ( )itD  by column to get the 
new matrix ( ) ( )[ ]i i

i

t t
xy a mC c ×= . The column by column normalization is done by the 

following formula: 

 
{ } { }

( )
( )

( ) ( )max |1 min |1

i
i

i i

t
xyt

xy t t
xy xy

d
c

d y m d y m
=

≤ ≤ + ≤ ≤
 (17) 

4） Complete normalization: a normalized file (in type it )-factor matrix ( ) ( )[ ]i i
i

t t
xy a mR r ×= , 

( ) 0it
xyr ≠  (where 1,2,...,i N= ; 1, 2,..., ix a= ; 1, 2,...,y m= ) is finally given by: 

 
( )

( )

( )

1

i
i

i
i

t
xyt

xy a
t

xy
x

c
r

c
=

=

∑
 (18) 

 It should be point out that each element of matrix ( )itR  represents the file’s assessment value 
under each factor. 

5） Considering the above factors, the cache value of the file x  in type it  can be defined as: 

 ( ) ( )

1

i i

m
t t

x y xy
y

Ecv w r
=

=∑  (19) 

  Where ( )it
xEcv  indicates the cache value of file x  in type it  and yw  is the weight 

assigned to each factor by using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). 
6） Under the premise that the SC’s cache space has been allocated to each ICP reasonably, 

the cache value in each allocated area is: 

 

( ) ( )

1 1

i
i i

a m
t t

y xy
x y

Ecv w r
= =

=∑∑
 (20) 

  Each ICP only needs to store as many files with high cache value in each type area, and 
the purpose of optimizing the cache can be achieved. The specific algorithm is described 
as follows: 

 

Algorithm 1 Cache Value Assessment algorithm 
Input: the size of each file ( )i

x
tu ，the popularity of each file ( )i

x
tp  

Output: ( )it
xEcv (the cache value of file f  in type it )  

Procedure: 
for {1,2,..., }i N∈  do 

for {1,2,..., }ix a∈ , {1,2,..., }y m∈  do 
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Construct file (in type it )-factor matrix ( ) ( )[ ]i i
i

t t
xy a mL l ×= ; 

             end for  
//Scale matrix according to attribute: 

if ( )it
xyl  is the benefit parameters,  

do ( ) ( )i it t
xy xyd l= ; 

else ( )it
xyl  is the cost parameters,  

do ( )
( )

1i
i

t
xy t

xy
d

l
= ； 

end if 
// Column by column normalization: 

for {1,2,..., }ix a∈ , {1,2,..., }y m∈  do 

Construct matrix ( ) ( )[ ]i i
i

t t
xy a mC c ×=  based on (17); 

            end for 
// Complete normalization: 

for {1,2,..., }ix a∈ , {1,2,..., }y m∈  do 

Construct matrix ( ) ( )[ ]i i
i

t t
xy a mR r ×=  based on (18); 

end for 
              Calculate cache value based on (20); 
              return ( )it

xEcv  
        end for 

return ( )itEcv  

    In this algorithm, we can know the cache value of each file and each allocated space. At the 
same time, our caching strategy is to put files with high cache value into the cache space. 
Under the premise that the cache space has been allocated to each ICP reasonably, our 
optimized caching strategy is to maximize the cache value in each allocated space. That is, 
store as many files with high cache value in each type area. In this way, the operator can 
optimize cache effects while balancing ICP benefits. 

5. Simulations 

5.1 Simulation Configuration 
    In our simulation, there is one SC and multiple ICPs. To measure ICP’s satisfaction on 
distribution in various situations, we change the SC's cache size V  and the number of ICPs N  
in the simulation. The SC's cache size V  varies from 300MB to 1000MB and the number of 
ICPs (i.e., the number of file types) N  varies from 2 to 8.  

There are 200 files in each ICP's file library. To evaluate the determining the cache value, 
we assume the size and popularity of all files are different.  

1) Considering file general size u  is related to the file type t  (for example, video is 
generally larger than audio and text), we assume that there are N  file size intervals. For the 
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same type files, their sizes are in the same interval; for the different type files, their sizes are in 
different intervals.  

2) The popularity of files follows a Zipf distribution of parameter 0.7r = . 
We setup simulation environment using the MATLAB version 2017a on a computer with 

process 2.8GHz Intel Core i7, RAM of 8GB, and operating system Win 10. 

5.2 Simulation results 
To evaluate the method of cache space allocation based on bankruptcy game and optimized 

caching strategy, this paper carries out extensive simulation. It should be noted that the 
simulation results have a certain relationship with the simulation configuration. 
1) Cache Allocation Method 
    Considering the benefits of ICPs, the SC’s space should be allocated to ICPs reasonably. We 
evaluate the performance of the allocation methods by evaluating ICPs’ satisfaction of 
multiple distribution methods. We compare our proposed allocation approach with the 
following methods: 
• Baseline [11]: a baseline method that ignores ICPs’ satisfaction. This model doesn’t 

allocate cache space, just save high popularity files to SC’s space. 
• Fixed Ratio: an allocation method that allocate cache space according to a certain fixed 

ratio. 
• Claimed Ratio: an allocation method that allocate according to the ratio of space claimed 

by ICPs to the total claimed space. 
• Bankruptcy: the proposed model that allocate cache space to ICPs based on bankruptcy 

game. 
    We evaluate the performance of the allocation methods by varying SC’s space size and the 
number of ICPs. 

Based on the simulation results in Fig. 3, we can make the following observations: 
(1) The baseline method has limited performance as it ignores ICPs’ satisfaction. Compared 

to the baseline method, the Fix Ratio method and Claimed Ratio method improve ICP’s 
satisfactions, as both methods consider the interests of ICPs and allocate the cache space. 

(2) The Fix Ratio method and Claimed Ratio method do not allocate cache space fairly. We 
found that the proposed model that based on bankruptcy game is superior over other 
methods, achieving a significant improvement. This happens because the proposed model 
balances the interests of ICPs and allocate cache space reasonably. 

(3) When the SC’s space becomes larger, the satisfaction of ICPs increase in all methods. 
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Fig. 3. The Satisfaction of allocation when size V varies from 300MB to 1000MB 
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Fig. 4 shows the effect on ICP’s satisfaction, with changes the number of ICPs. When the 
number of ICP increases, the overall satisfaction of ICPs will decrease. If the resources are 
the same, the number of ICP to be allocated increases, the space that each ICP can allocate 
will naturally decrease corresponding. At the same time, we can still find that allocation 
method based on the bankruptcy game is relatively good, overall maintained a good level of 
satisfaction. 

 
Fig. 4. The Satisfaction of Allocation when ICP number N varies from 2 to 8 

 
2) Optimized Caching Strategy 
    We further evaluate the optimized caching strategy of the allocation methods by testing the 
cache hit rate.  
    Based on the simulation results in Fig. 5, we can make the following observations: 
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Fig. 5. The Cache Hit Ratio when SC size V varies from 300MB to 1000MB 

 
(1) Compared to Fix Ratio method and Claimed Ratio method, the proposed model is not 

only superior over other methods, but also when the space size is more than 500M, the file 
cache hit rate is close to 90%. 

(2) With the rise of SC’s size, all allocation methods have increased the hit rate of the file 
cache. 

(3) We also noticed a very interesting phenomenon. When the space is very small, cache hit 
ratio of Claimed Ratio method is lower than the cache hit rate of Fixed Ratio method. 
With the increase of SC’s size, cache hit rate of Claimed Ratio method can gradually 
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exceed the cache hit rate by Fix Ratio method. This happens because each ICP’s acquired 
space is smaller than their claimed space. It may appear that the space is allocated but 
cannot be stored in the file. With the increase of SC space, the phenomenon of being 
unable to store into the file has been alleviated, and the cache hit ratio of proportional 
allocation has also rapidly increased. 

To verify the superiority of AHP in measuring the files’ cache value, we compared it with 
the method of only using popularity to measure files. 
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Fig. 6. The Average Hit Ratio by cache value and popularity 

 
In Fig. 6, the distribution method to allocate the cache space is both the resource allocation 

method of the bankruptcy game, except that the way the operator measures the cache value is 
different. Based on the simulation results in Fig. 6, we can obtain the conclusions as follows: 
(1). When we using AHP to comprehensively consider the popularity and size of the file and 

other factors, it can keep the cache hit at a relatively high level. 
(2). If operator only considers the popularity of files, the hit rate is not high. Especially when 

the SC’s space is relatively small, cache hit rate will be particularly low. This 
phenomenon may cause by extreme case. That is, highly popular documents are 
particularly large, providers can only store very few files in the space they allocated. 

(3). With the increasing of SC space size, the cache hit rate of the method that only consider 
the popularity risen sharply. This means that extreme situation is mitigated with the 
increasing of SC space size. 

6. Conclusion 
In this article, focusing on the wireless resource allocation of different ICPs in small cells, we 
propose a optimize caching resource allocation based on bankruptcy games. The advantage of 
the bankruptcy game-based resource allocation method in terms of cache hit rate indicates that 
cooperative sharing improves resource utilization. Based on the distribution results, we 
consider rich cache value measurement. That is, not only consider the popularity of the file, 
but also consider size and type. By using AHP to determine the weights of features, we 
optimize the caching strategy. The simulation results show that the satisfaction of each 
provider is maintained at a good level, which ensures the fairness of distribution. The hit rate 
of wireless users’ access has also improved.  

In summary, the main contribution of this paper is as follows: the efficiency of cache space 
utilization can be improved through cooperative sharing. Moreover, the cache value 
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estimation is considered more comprehensive so that improve the cache hit rate. All these 
ensure the fair distribution for providers and improve the wireless users’ experience. 
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